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Abstract Electron Cyclotron Emission (ECE) of different frequencies originates at
different locations in non-uniformly magnetized plasmas. For simultaneous observa-
tion of multiple ECE frequencies from the outside edge of a toroidal plasma confine-
ment device (e.g. a tokamak), the focal length of the collecting optics should increase
with the frequency to maximize the resolution on a line of sight along the magnetic
field gradient. Here we present the design and numerical study of a zoned metamate-
rial lens with such characteristics, for possible deployment with the 83–130 GHz ECE
radiometer in the DIII-D tokamak. The lens consists of a concentric array of miniatur-
ized element phase-shifters. These were reverse-engineered starting from the desired
Gaussian beam waist locations and further optimized to account for diffraction and
finite-aperture effects that tend to displace the waist. At the same time we imposed
high and uniform transmittance, averaged over all phase-shifters. The focal length
is shown to increase from 1.37 m to 1.97 m over the frequency range of interest, as
desired for low-field DIII-D discharges (B = -1.57 T). Retracting the lens to receded
positions rigidly moves the waists accordingly, resulting in a good match—within a
fraction of the Rayleigh length—of the EC-emitting layer positions at higher fields
(up to B = -2.00 T). Further, it is shown how varying the lens aperture might move the
waists “non-rigidly” to better match the non-rigid movement of the EC-emitting lay-
ers with the magnetic field. The numerical method presented is very general and can
be used to engineer any dependence of the focal length on the frequency, including
zero or minimal chromatic aberration.
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1 Introduction
The ability to direct millimeter waves into and out of a magnetically confined plasma
is of great value in plasma research. One principal application is the detection of
electron cyclotron emission (ECE) to infer the electron temperature profile. [1] This
inference is permitted by two properties of tokamak plasmas: (1) The magnetic field
in the plasma is non-uniform, scaling like 1/Rmaj, where Rmaj is the distance from
the axis of symmetry of the torus. (2) The electron temperature is proportional to
the radiative temperature, a consequence of the tokamak plasma being a blackbody
emitter in the ECE range of frequencies.
The ECE frequency distribution over Rmaj is determined primarily by the strength
of the toroidal magnetic field at a given Rmaj, with corrections for Doppler and rel-
ativistic broadening [2]. The magnetic field (and, therefore, the electron cyclotron
frequency) in a tokamak is roughly inversely proportional to the major radius; hence,
electrons at smaller (larger) Rmaj emit ECE of higher (lower) frequency. The radia-
tion can be spectrally analyzed by an ECE diagnostic, typically located on the outside
edge tokamak where the magnetic field is weakest. To achieve the best spatial resolu-
tion, therefore, the diagnostic should receive the radiation through a focusing element
whose focal length increases with frequency—in other words, the element should ex-
hibit reverse chromatic aberration (RCA), a frequency dependence opposite to what
is normally encountered in natural materials.
Incorporating an optic with RCA would have the potential to improve the qual-
ity of ECE detection on the DIII-D tokamak [3]. In the current setup, ECE from the
plasma is reflected off an ellipsoidal mirror on the low-field side of the tokamak, after
which it is received by a scalar horn antenna connected to a 40-channel radiometer.
The mirror has essentially the same focal length at all frequencies [4]. The frequen-
cies detected by the radiometer, however, are emitted from a range of major radii that
differ by up to 0.85 m and vary with toroidal field strength. Replacing the mirror with
an RCA lens would enable higher spatial resolution. Additionally, moving the RCA
lens would move its foci in response to the changes in toroidal field strength.
The utility of a lens with a specifiable dependence of focal point on frequency
may extend beyond tokamak ECE detection. For example, the lens could be useful
for the detection or irradiation of a moving target for which the particular frequency is
unimportant. In such cases, the location of the focus may be adjusted rapidly simply
by tuning the frequency of the receiver or source.
Techniques to control chromatic aberrations are not new. The oldest example is
the achromatic doublet, a combination of a convergent and divergent lens of differ-
ent materials and therefore different amounts of dispersion. While the focal length
of each lens is a monotonic function of frequency f , the focal length of a doublet
is approximately quadratic in f ; it matches a desired focal length ` exactly at two
frequencies and approximately in a range around them. The concept is readily gener-
alized to “apochromatic” triplets or “superachromatic” quadruplets of lenses, where `
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takes a certain value at three or four frequencies. That value is typically the same, for
the sake of minimizing chromatic aberration [5]. This technique can, in theory, be ap-
plied to produce the reverse chromatic aberration desired for our ECE optics. It would
have significant disadvantages, however. In particular, (1) its degrees of freedom are
limited to two per lens (the focal length ` for a certain f and the material, which
indirectly fixes the dependence at other frequencies, `( f )) and (2) there is a practical
limit to the maximum number of lenses that can be arrayed or stacked together.
A metamaterial gradient-index lens approach, on the other hand, would avoid
both of these limitations. Metamaterial lenses, typically thinner than one wavelength,
consist of hundreds of microscopic unit cells whose dimensions can be independently
specified to achieve certain optical properties, such as negative refractive indices [6,
7,8,9]. One approach to developing such metamaterials is to design a miniaturized-
element frequency selective surface (MEFSS) [10,11]. The unit cells of such materi-
als typically have sub-wavelength dimensions, allowing for the fabrication of surfaces
whose filtering properties vary smoothly on length scales appropriate for lens appli-
cations. One application, which we have investigated previously, is to engineer an
MEFSS-based lens exhibiting RCA with a specific `( f ) dependence [12]. This paper
describes in detail our methods to tailor the focusing characteristics of an MEFSS-
based lens to meet the requirements for ECE detection at DIII-D.
Although single lenses made of natural materials are generally constrained to im-
part greater dispersion to waves with higher f (i.e., exhibit traditional chromatic aber-
ration), metamaterials, in general, do not face this constraint [13]. In particular, RCA
has recently been observed experimentally in certain MEFSS-based lenses designed
for microwave frequencies [14]. The surfaces in these lenses consist of alternating
layers of square metal patches (capacitive layers) and wire grids (inductive layers)
(Fig. 1b). Altering the dimensions of the unit cells will affect the phase-advance of
electromagnetic radiation transmitted through them (see Ref. [15] for a detailed dis-
cussion on wave propagation through these materials). An MEFSS whose unit cell
parameters (and, by consequence, spatial phase-advance) vary properly as a function
of distance from the transverse axis will exhibit lens-like behavior.
Previous lenses of this kind have been designed by partitioning an MEFSS into a
set of discrete annular zones concentric with a perpendicular axis (Fig. 1a), with each
zone associated with a certain phase-advance [14,12]. Outer zones (i.e. those with
larger annular radii) impart greater phase-advances than those near the axis, such
that an incident collimated beam of light that passes through a zoned MEFSS will
undergo a transformation in its radial phase profile and taper to a focal point a certain
distance beyond the lens. Owing to the high number of degrees of freedom in the
design of each unit cell, it is possible to identify a geometrical configuration having
specified focal lengths for certain frequencies—including a configuration with RCA,
as we have previously shown numerically in the 8-12 GHz band [12]. The appropriate
unit cell parameters for each zone were chosen based on the results of simulations of
radiation passing through single unit cells.
In the present paper, we have expanded upon the methods of Ref. [12] to design
an RCA lens optimized for ECE in the DIII-D tokamak. The lens has an aperture
diameter of 0.30 m, equal to the diameter of the viewing port onto which it might be
installed.
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Fig. 1 (a) Schematic illustrating the partitioning of the unit cells (squares) of the metamaterial lens into
concentric zones (differentiated by color). Each zone is defined by the phase-advance that its component
unit cells impart to incident radiation. The schematic portrays a lens with 5 zones, whereas this paper
presents a design with 83 zones. (b) Schematic illustrating the layered structure of an MEFSS, which
consists of alternating layers of capacitive patches and inductive mesh separated by dielectric material.
The parameters g and w associated with each unit cell are defined in the insets. (c) Model of an MEFSS
as an AC transmission line, illustrating how the lens behaves as a spatial phase shifter. For a more detailed
discussion, see Ref. [15]. Adapted from Ref. [12] with permission.
The increase in aperture from Ref. [12] will necessitate a greater range of phase-
advances from the unit cells. One way of accommodating this increased range is to
increase the lens order, defined as the number of capacitive layers (equivalently, the
number of inductive layers plus one). From the point of view of the unit cell, adding
extra layers amounts to stacking on extra spatial phase shifters. In this way, discrep-
ancies in phase-advance between single layers can be magnified, allowing for greater
variations in phase-advance overall between lens zones. Practical considerations put
limits on lens order, however: each added layer introduces new absorptive losses and
increases fabrication costs. For this paper we have chosen to work with a 10th-order
lens to strike a balance between these opposing considerations.
For improved accuracy in our determination of the desired spatial phase-advances
for the lens unit cells, we have used Gaussian optics rather than geometric optics,
which is more appropriate for the frequency and length scales of our experiments.
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These determinations were further optimized through corrections for the effects of a
finite lens aperture diameter. We have also improved our method for selecting optimal
unit cell dimensions based on simulation data.
Sec. 2.1 describes how we determined the desired phase advance for each unit
cell on the metamaterial lens. Sec. 2.2 outlines our use of simulation software to
build a database of candidate unit cells. Sec. 2.3 provides motivation for the algo-
rithm we developed for choosing the unit cells from the database what would for a
lens that best matched the ideal behavior; Sec. 2.4 presents the algorithm. Sec. 2.5
describes further measures taken to fine-tune the unit cell dimensions chosen from
the database. Sec. 2.6 outlines our computations for quantitatively predicting the per-
formance of the optimized lens. Sec. 3.1 presents the results of electric field compu-
tations that control for lens aperture, which informed our optimization procedures.
Sec. 3.2 presents the unit cell parameters chosen through our optimization proce-
dure. Sec. 3.3 presents the results of computations that predict the performance of the
optimized lens.
2 Numerical Methods
2.1 Determining the desired phase advances
In the regime of Gaussian optics [16], waves are treated as a superposition of Gaus-
sian modes (i.e., solutions to the paraxial wave equation). For waves that propagate
along an axis perpendicular to the lens (the z-axis in Fig. 2), the electric field of each
Gaussian mode will be of the form
E ∝ exp
[
− r
2
s(z)2
− ikz− iΦ(z,r, f )+ iΦ0
]
, (1)
where r is the distance from the propagation axis, z is the distance along the axis,
s(z) is a characteristic transverse radius for the beam, k is the wavenumber, Φ0 is an
arbitrary phase offset, and Φ(z,r, f ), hereafter the phase profile, is
Φ(z,r, f ) =
pi f
cR(z, f )
r2, (2)
where f is the frequency and R(z, f ) is the radius of curvature.
We will here define the focal length ` at frequency f of a lens as the distance of the
beam waist of an outgoing wave of frequency f from the lens assuming the incoming
wave had a uniform phase profile (infinite R) at its point of incidence with the lens.
(This requires the assumption that the outgoing wave is a Gaussian mode with a
well-defined beam waist; in practice, however, the output will be a superposition of
modes.) Note that this is slightly different from geometric optics, which defines the
focal length as the convergence point for parallel incident rays after refraction [16].
To achieve this output, the lens must convert the phase profile of the incoming wave
(assumed to be uniformly zero) to the profile Φ(`,r, f ).
In our work, we begin with a set of focal lengths ` (Table 1) that the lens must have
for a corresponding set of frequencies f . This determines the phase profile Φ(`,r, f )
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Frequency f (GHz) Focal Length ` (m)
83.5 1.249
92.5 1.466
101.5 1.671
110.5 1.830
119.5 1.959
129.5 2.082
Table 1 List of benchmark frequencies f for ECE emission and the corresponding desired focal lengths
`. The desired focal lengths are based on the emission locations in the DIII-D tokamak.
that the lens must impart to the outgoing wave; equivalently, it determines the radius
of curvature R(`, f ) associated with the phase profile. Thus, in theory, the lens needs
to impart a phase-advance φ to the incoming wave (assumed to be a plane wave
with R = ∞ at incidence) at radial distance r by a phase equal to Φ(`,r, f ). One may
accomplish this by partitioning the lens’s unit cells into concentric annular zones such
that a unit cell in the nth zone (of annular radius rn) imparts a phase-advance equal to
the desired phase profile plus an arbitrary constant: φ(n, f ) =Φ(`,rn, f )+Φ0.
One important consideration that we have thus far omitted in the discussion is the
finite aperture of the lenses. Setting φ = Φ would yield the desired ` if the aperture
were much wider than the beam, but this cannot be assumed with our aperture radius
of 15 cm. In practice, to achieve a desired focal length, the phase-advance φ of each
zone must correspond to a slightly greater “adjusted” radius of curvature Radj than
that of the desired output Gaussian mode.
To determine these corrected radii of curvature, we modeled the metamaterial
lens as an array of radiating electric dipoles (Fig. 2), each of which corresponded to
a single unit cell of the MEFSS. Such a dipole array is commonly used to represent a
lens consisting of discrete phased elements, with experimental results showing good
agreement with the computations [14,17]. Field computations using this setup are
much faster than numerical solutions of electromagnetic waves propagating through
a simulated metamaterial lens.
As with the unit cells in the metamaterial lens, the dipoles in the computations
were assigned to annular zones based on their distance from the beam axis. The
dipoles in each zone were given an amplitude and phase corresponding to a Gaus-
sian mode (Eq. 1) evaluated at frequency f with s = 9.8 cm (chosen such that 99%
of the beam energy would pass through the aperture of radius 15 cm) and Φ initially
equal to the phase profile Φ(`,rn, f ) corresponding to the desired focal length `. The
“actual” focal length `act of this setup was determined by finding the point of max-
imum field intensity along the z-axis. To determine the appropriate phase-advance
φ(n, f ) for the nth zone at frequency f , the radius of curvature R associated with Φ
was tweaked until `act converged to `. This (frequency-dependent) adjusted radius of
curvature is Radj as defined above; thus the phase advance of zone n at frequency f
should be
φ(n, f ) =
pi f
cRadj( f )
r2n +φ0( f ) (3)
where φ0( f ) plays the role of Φ0 in Eq. 1.
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Fig. 2 Schematic setup for field intensity computations. The lens is in the xy-plane, with each dipole
polarized parallel to the y-axis (the choice of polarization is arbitrary). The electric field at a point p (in
the xyz coordinate system) is determined by computing the coherent sum of the contributions from each
dipole d. Each dipole represents a single unit cell of the metamaterial lens.
Note that there is an inherent degree of freedom in the phase-advances of the unit
cells: as long as the phase-advances of each zone φ(n, f ) vary correctly relative to
each other, their absolute phase-advance is arbitrary; i.e., φ(n, f ) may vary by an
arbitrary constant φ0( f ) (which may vary with frequency in general but must be the
same for all zones n at a given f ). This has important ramifications for the optimiza-
tion process, discussed in 2.3. For now, we define the relative phase advance ∆φ , an
auxiliary quantity corresponding to the difference in phase advance of zone n with
that of zone 1 (the innermost zone):
∆φ(n, f ) ≡ φ(n, f )−φ(1, f )
=
pi f
cRadj( f )
(r2n− r21)
(4)
2.2 Geometrical scans: building a database of unit cell responses
With the desired relative phase-advances ∆φ(n, f ) at hand, the next task was to deter-
mine a set of unit cell parameters for each zone whose spatial phase-advances would
match ∆φ(n, f ). This was accomplished by building a large database of unit cells
with varying internal dimensions. Each of these unit cells imparted a different phase
advance to an oncoming wave and exhibited a different transmittance. Furthermore,
both phase advance and transmittance were liable to vary with frequency within the
same cell and such dependencies varied with the geometric properties.
Each unit cell (Fig. 1b) was of 10th order with capacitive layers on both ends.
The cells had square cross sections with 600 µm sides. Layers were separated by
509 µm of dielectric material. The two parameters scanned for the database were the
capacitor gap g (defined as twice the spacing between the edge of a capacitive patch
and the unit cell border) and the inductor width w (defined as the side length of the
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square hole in a unit cell of the wire grid) [12]. Each capacitive and inductive layer
within a given unit cell had the same value of g and w (respectively). Values of g
ranged from 80 µm to 272 µm at intervals of 2 µm; w ranged from 0 µm to 40 µm
at intervals of 2 µm.
The phase and transmittance properties of a unit cell of given g and w were com-
puted in frequency-domain CST Microwave Studio simulations. In each simulation,
a wave packet was launched through a single unit cell with periodic boundary condi-
tions. Transmittance T and the difference in phase between launching and receiving
ports (which we will define as δφ ) were computed for six benchmark frequencies
(Table 1) corresponding to channels of the DIII-D ECE radiometer. The metal in the
capacitive patches and wire grids was assumed to have the material properties of cop-
per and had zero thickness. The dielectric material was assumed to be isotropic and
linear.
Although the phase data δφ recorded by the solver for each unit cell does not
contain information about precisely how many phase cycles a wave undergoes when
passing from the simulated transmitter and receiver, it is still sufficient for the pur-
poses of designing a lens. Since δφ of a unit cell is equal to its actual phase-advance
φ plus an integer multiple of 2pi radians, no information is lost about the unit cell’s
contribution to the interference effects of the lens.
2.3 Motivation for optimization procedure exploiting the arbitrariness of zone 1
The ultimate objective of the optimization is to select a set of unit cells which, when
arranged in the zoned array, behaves as a lens with a specified set of focal lengths `i
corresponding to the six benchmark frequencies fi specified above. The question now
is how to choose the unit cells that most closely exhibit this behavior. This problem
was explored in Ref. [12]; here we present an improved method that relaxes some
previously imposed constraints in order to achieve better agreement with the desired
lens behavior.
The problem may be characterized as follows. One rudimentary approach would
be to choose a random unit cell from the database with a certain (g,w) and declare it
to take the role of zone 1. (We will thus refer to its parameters as (g1,w1).) This zone
will impart a certain phase-advance φ(1, fi) to each of the benchmark frequencies fi
(recall that the first argument of φ is the zone number n). This phase-advance will
then specify the desired phase-advances φ(n, fi) for every remaining zone 1< n≤ 83
as per Eq. 4. Then, for each n, one scans the database for the unit cells (gn,wn) whose
phase-advances are closest to φ(n, fi).
This method may be improved upon by noting that a different choice of (g,w)
from the database as the zone 1 unit cell may yield a set of unit cells that better
conforms to the desired lens behavior; thus, one can repeat the process in the above
paragraph, using every zone from the database in turn as zone 1. This effectively tests
N hypothetical lenses if there are N unique cells in the database, the best of which
can then be chosen as the optimized lens prototype.
There is an additional improvement to this method. The above process requires
implicitly that the zone 1 unit cell impart phase-advances φ(1, fi) that conform ex-
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actly to one of the unit cells in the database (whereas the unit cells in the remaining
zones have φ(n, fi) that are only approximately equal to the exact φ(n, fi) demanded
by φ(1, fi) via Eq. 4). One can obtain even more flexibility in the optimization by
relaxing this requirement: instead of choosing unit cells from the database and us-
ing their calculated phase-advances as the exact set of phase-advances φ(1, fi) for
zone 1, one can instead use set of strategically chosen target functions φt(1, fi). This
increased flexibility will theoretically lead to lenses with even more accurate phase-
advances, provided enough target functions are tried.
Our specific algorithm for optimization, which takes unit cell transmittance into
account in addition to phase advance, is described in detail in the next section; our
algorithm for generating target functions is described in Appendix A.
2.4 Selection of optimal lens parameters
To choose parameters for each zone of the lens based on the simulation data, the
following algorithm was employed:
1. Choose a target phase-advance function φt1(1, fi) (see Appendix A) for zone 1.
Also choose a target value for transmittance Tt for all zones (for best results,
transmittance should be uniform throughout all zones; see discussion in Sec. 3.1.)
After implementing the algorithm using several different values of Tt , we found
empirically that using Tt = 0.7 led to good phase accuracy while still maintaining
acceptable levels of transmittance.
2. Compute a goal function G for every unit cell from the database using the formula
G(g,w,φt1) = ∑
i
[δφ(g,w, fi)−φt1(1, fi)]2
90
+
[T (g,w, fi)−Tt ]2
Tt
. (5)
Here δφ(g,w, fi) is the transmitted phase as defined in Sec. 2.2 for the simulated
unit cell at frequency fi and T (g,w, fi) is its transmittance at fi.
3. Since a given δφ is equivalent to δφ + 360◦m (m ∈ Z) from the point of view
of interference, all unit cells with this equivalence are worthy of consideration
for a given zone. Thus compute G(g,w,φt1 + 360
◦m) for m = 0,−1,−2, ... until
the sum of φt1 and 360
◦m falls more than 100◦ below the lowest phase advance
measured of all the unit cells. (In practice, all values for δφ computed by the CST
solver in the 80–130 GHz band were less than 0◦.)
4. Select the unit cell that produces the lowest value of G.
5. The target phase-advance function φt1(1, fi) will specify the target phase-advance
function φt1(n, fi) for all the remaining zones n:
φt1(n, fi) = φt1(1, fi) + ∆φ(n, fi), (6)
where the relative phase advance ∆φ(n, fi) is defined in Eq. 4. Select the unit
cells for which G is lowest in each zone n.
6. The unit cells selected for each zone in step 5 will form a lens L1. Let δφL1(n, fi)
equal the phase-advance of the Zone n unit cell at frequency fi; let TL1(n, fi) equal
the transmittance of the Zone n unit cell at frequency fi.
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7. Repeat steps 1-6 for a large number k of different target phase-advance functions
δφtk(n, fi), which will lead to a set of prototype lenses Lk with transmitted phases
δφLk(n, fi) and transmittances TLk(n, fi).
8. Determine the relative phase advances ∆φLk between the unit cells of each lens
Lk:
∆φLk(n, fi) = δφLk(n, fi) − δφLk(1, fi) (7)
9. For each prototype lens Lk compute a “macro” goal function M(Lk), summed
over all frequencies fi and all zones n:
M(Lk) = ∑
i
∑
n
Wn
[
∆φLk(n, fi) − ∆φ(n, fi)
]2
90
+ Wn
[
TLk(n, fi)−Tt
]2
Tt
. (8)
Here ∆φ(n, fi) is given in Eq. 4 and Wn is a weight function (discussed below)
given by
Wn = rn exp
(
− r
2
n
s2
)
, (9)
where rn is the annular radius of Zone n and s is the beam radius at the lens. Select
the lens L∗ for which M is minimal.
The weight function Wn in Eq. 9 is meant to scale the goal function to reflect the
relative contribution of each zone n to the coherent sum that determines the electric
field amplitude at a given observation point p. This contribution is proportional both
to the number of unit cells in the nth zone (∝ rn) and to the amplitude of the field emit-
ted by the zone’s dipoles before taking transmittance into account (∝ exp[−r2n/s2]).
The above algorithm owes its complexity to the fact that, strictly speaking, there
is no absolute distribution of phase-advances which the zones must match; rather, all
that is important is the difference in phase advance between zones (hence the use of
relative phase advances in M). We exploit this flexibility by trying a large number of
different target functions φt(n, fi)—each of which leads to the creation of a possible
lens Lk—and then choosing the lens L∗ for which M is minimal.
2.5 Further numerical optimization
The process above identified the ensemble of unit cells from the database (denoted by
L∗) that best conformed to the desired phase-advances for the lens. These unit cells
were further optimized with full time-domain simulations via the CST software. For
the unit cell corresponding to the nth zone on the lens, the optimization routine would
take as inputs: (1) the dimensions g and w of that unit cell and (2) the target function
φt∗(n, fi) used to determine L∗. The routine then embarked on a series of simulations,
each time adjusting the capacitor gaps g and inductor widths w by amounts smaller
than the increments used to form the initial database. The routine was also allowed to
vary the capacitor gaps in different pairs of layers within the unit cell (i.e., the front
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and back, 2nd from the front and 2nd from the back, etc.) independently from one
another. The goal function G({g},w,φt∗) (Eqn. 5) was calculated for each simulation,
and the routine continued to adjust the dimensions until M (Eqn. 8) converged to a
minimum value. (Note that the use of brackets in the argument of G here refers to
the fact that the unit cells now have five independently varying g values rather than a
uniform g for all capacitive layers).
The purpose of this additional measure was to provide some fine adjustment to
the dimensions of the unit cells of L∗ to bring their phase-advances even closer to
those of the target function φt∗ . The lens consisting of these fully optimized unit cells
will be denoted by L∗∗.
2.6 Predicting the performance of the optimized lens
We then performed computations similar to those in Section 2.1 to compare the focal
lengths of the prototype lens L∗∗ to our desired focal lengths. Using the dipole array in
Fig. 2, dipoles in the nth zone were given an initial phase equal to δφL∗∗(n, fi) of the
Zone n unit cell at frequency fi. In addition, the dipole amplitudes were multiplied by
a factor equal to the square root of the transmittance of the corresponding unit cells.
Focal lengths at each benchmark frequency were computed, as before, by iden-
tifying the point at which the coherent sum of the contributions from each dipole to
the electric field had the greatest intensity. The beam radius s(z, fi), or the distance
from the propagation axis at which the field amplitude falls to 1/e times its value on
the axis, was also computed for a range of z values.
3 Numerical results
Notation. In this section, computations performed for an ideal lens are intended to
demonstrate the properties of a metamaterial lens with perfect transmittance T and
whose unit cells impart precisely the phase-advances prescribed by Eq. 3; thus calcu-
lations are based on the radiation field of an array of electric dipoles (Fig. 2) with a
zoned Gaussian amplitude profile a phase profile determined by Eq. 3.
A simulated lens, on the other hand, refers to a lens whose unit cells are opti-
mized in the sense of Sec. 2. The amplitudes associated with the different dipoles are
Gaussian, but multiplied to the square roots of the simulated transmittances of the re-
spective zones. Phase offsets are determined by the phase-advances of the simulated
unit cells.
3.1 Finite aperture effects
Ideal lens computations showed that the distance of the beam waist from the lens was
affected by the size of the aperture relative to the beam radius at the lens plane. Fig. 3
shows that increasing the lens aperture increases the focal length ` at all frequencies,
as well as the spread of ` with f (essentially, the amount of chromatic aberration).
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Fig. 3 Focal lengths of an ideal lens at the benchmark frequencies. The beam radius at the lens is 9.8 cm.
The horizontal asymptotes indicate what the focal lengths would be if the aperture were infinite. Note that
the maximum diameter for the DIII-D setup is 0.3 m; larger apertures are plotted here for clarity.
This effect may be advantageous, especially if combined with a radial reposition-
ing of the lens. If the toroidal magnetic field in DIII-D is strengthened, for example,
the EC-emitting locations of the benchmark frequencies will move to smaller radii
Rmaj and become closer together to one another. The lens may be adapted to the over-
all movement by being moved itself; furthermore, as these results indicate, the lens
may adapt to the change in spacing between the locations by narrowing its aperture
(e.g., with a diaphragm). The main drawback of altering the lens aperture would be
the reduction in lens transmittance.
3.2 Lens parameter optimization
The transmittances and phase-advances associated with the unit cell dimensions cov-
ered in our database are plotted in Fig. 4 for two of the benchmark frequencies.
Fig. 5 shows the values of G for the database unit cells according to the optimized
target function for zone 1 φt∗(1, f ). In particular, in Fig. 5a the target functions φt∗
were restricted to be linear functions of f , and were thus specified by two parame-
ters. This is the same procedure followed in a previous work of ours.[12] In Fig. 5b,
by contrast, the target functions were determined as per Appendix A. The notice-
ably smaller values of G reached in Fig. 5b as opposed to Fig. 5a confirm that the
advantages of the new procedure in more closely adhering to the desired lens phase
profile.
The final unit cell dimensions for each zone, determined by the fine-grained op-
timization routine of Sec. 2.5, are plotted in Fig. 6. The transmitted phase δφ and
transmittance T associated with unit cells of these dimensions were used for the pre-
dictions of lens performance in the following subsection.
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Fig. 4 Contour plots of the simulated δφ (a,b) and transmittance (c,d) of electromagnetic radiation at the
noted frequency through a unit cell with the parameters listed on the axes.
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both plots represent the dimensions chosen by the algorithm in Sec. 2.4, which were the starting point for
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3.3 Predicted lens performance
The δφ and transmittance of three exemplary unit cells of the simulated lens are
plotted in Fig. 7. As is required for lens-like behavior, the relative phase advance
∆φ (Eqn. 4) is greater for the zones that are farther from the symmetry axis. Note,
also, the rightward movement of the unit cell pass-band that accompanies the shifts in
δφ( f ). This movement can enforce limits on the flexibility of the MEFSS-based lens
in attaining arbitrary `( f ) distributions. Specifically, the attainment of some phase
profiles may be impossible if certain desired frequencies (83–130 GHz in our case)
are excluded from the pass-band in some zones. Indeed, as we discuss below, some
of the zones in our simulated lens do exhibit this frequency exclusion.
Plots of the fields, beam radii, phase-advances, and transmittances of simulated
lenses at selected frequencies are shown in Fig. 8. The intensity contours (Figs. 8a-c)
and beam radii (Figs. 8d-f) bear close resemblance to Gaussian modes as expected,
with perturbations—especially in the near field—due to interference effects result-
ing from deviations of phase advance and transmittance from their desired values
(Figs. 8g-i). The overall trend of reverse chromatic aberration, in which the focal
length moves away from the lens with increasing frequency, can be seen in 8a-f.
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Fig. 8 (a-c) Contours of field intensity, (d-f) intensity along the central axis normal to the lens and beam
radius, and (g-i) δφ (defined in Sec. 2.2) and transmittance as a function of zone number for simulated
lenses at the three benchmark frequencies indicated in (a-c) (and applicable to the respective rows of plots).
The dashed vertical lines in (d-f) indicate the points of maximum field intensity (i.e., beam waist locations
or focal lengths) for the simulated lenses;×-marks on the x-axis indicate the desired beam waist locations.
Note that each annular zone is three unit cells wide along the x- and y-axes of the lens, so one unit on the
x-axis of (m-r) corresponds approximately with a radial distance of 0.0018 m. Note the forward movement
of the beam waist with frequency.
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It is clear from Fig. 8g-i that our algorithm, and the subsequent CST optimiza-
tion routine, were unable to construct a lens without significant deviations from the
desired profiles of phase-advance and transmittance: note, in particular, the signifi-
cant deviations from an ideal relative phase profile at both 83.5 GHz and 101.5 GHz
(Fig. 8g,h) and the steep minima in transmittance at 83.5 GHz (Fig. 8g). The min-
ima in transmittance result from the movement of the pass-band mentioned above,
which causes the lower frequencies of interest to be cut off. Further improvements to
our algorithm, as well as an expansion of our unit cell database, may lead to reduc-
tions in these deviations. However, the deviations may also reflect inherent physical
limitations of the MEFSS concept—i.e., it may be impossible for a 10th-order unit
cells to achieve the desired ranges of frequency and phase responses necessary for
the construction of a lens that matches the ideal characteristics.
The foci of the simulated lens are indicated by the vertical dashed lines in Fig. 8d-
f. These were computed by determining the distance front the lens (along the sym-
metry axis) at which the field intensity was maximal. The desired focal lengths, as
listed in Table 1, are shown as ×-marks on the x-axes of Fig. 8d-f. Note the relative
closeness of the simulated focal lengths to the desired focal lengths despite the de-
viations in phase and transmittance mentioned above: the largest deviation in focal
length among the benchmark frequencies was 7.1 cm at 83.5 GHz (Fig. 8d)—an error
of 5.7%.
Fig. 9 depicts the relative accuracy of the simulated lens versus the current el-
lipsoidal mirror as a focusing optic for EC emission in the DIII-D tokamak. As the
figure indicates, emission at all frequencies within the range of interest fall within the
beam waist region of the lens, both at the maximum (Fig. 9a) and minimum (Fig. 9b)
intensities of the confining toroidal magnetic field. We define the beam waist regions
as the regions in which the beam radius of the Gaussian mode associated with the
relevant focusing optic is with 5% of its minimum beam-waist value at a given fre-
quency. Note that, whereas the location of the ellipsoidal mirror is fixed, we have
exploited the planned translational freedom of the metamaterial lens along the major
radial direction. (The lens aperture diameter, however, was assumed to be the 30 cm
in both cases.)
4 Conclusions
We have presented the design and numerical optimization of a metamaterial lens ex-
hibiting reverse chromatic aberration—that is, a focal length increasing with frequency—
in the 83-130 GHz range. This behavior is not encountered in any convergent lens
made of natural materials. It could, in principle, be obtained by a generalization of the
achromatic doublet, but would suffer from the practical limitations of arraying sev-
eral lenses of finite thickness, whereas the metamaterial lens proposed has a thickness
comparable with or smaller than the wavelength.
The lens has been optimized according to a new numerical method presented
here in Sec. 2.4. Significant improvements over a previous method [12] are exem-
plified by Fig. 5, indicating a better agreement between the actual and the desired
frequency dependence of the phase-advance and transmittance. Although this agree-
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Fig. 9 EC-emitting locations of selected frequencies (denoted by×-marks) in the DIII-D tokamak, relative
to the beam waist regions of the metamaterial lens (the shaded region between the solid lines) and the
current ellipsoidal mirror (the shaded region between the dashed lines). In (a), the toroidal magnetic field
is -2.00 T and the lens is assumed to be positioned at a major radius Rmaj of 3.575 m; in (b), the field
is -1.57 T and the lens is at Rmaj = 3.150 m. The aforementioned beam waist regions are bounded by the
locations at which the beam radius is 5% greater than the minimum radius of the Gaussian mode associated
with the corresponding focusing optic at the frequency indicated on the x-axis.
ment is not perfect (Fig. 8), our calculations indicate that the location of beam waist at
each frequency of interest is sufficiently accurate (Fig. 9) for the lens to be a marked
improvement over the ellipsoidal mirror that the lens is intended to replace.
The lens was optimized for possible deployment with the Electron Cyclotron
Emission radiometer in the DIII-D tokamak. We predict (Fig. 9) that it will correctly
and simultaneously focus different frequencies to their respective emitting locations,
which are separated by up to 0.85 m. For reference, the tokamak has a radius R =
1.66 m and the lens would be located at a minimum Rmaj of 3.15 m. We also show
that a simple movement of the lens can compensate for displacements of the emitting
locations caused by changes to the magnetic field. Because ECE at DIII-D undergoes
one of the largest variations of optimal focal length with frequency, the results pre-
sented are encouraging in that similar metamaterial lenses can be designed for other
millimeter wave diagnostics and/or devices.
Although the primary objective of the work described in the paper was to de-
sign an MEFSS-based lens for ECE detection on the DIII-D tokamak, our optimiza-
tion techniques may be applied more broadly to the design of metamaterial gradient-
index lenses. In particular, the algorithm is not limited to the design of lenses with
reverse-chromatic aberration. It can generate a lens optimized for any desired fre-
quency dependence of focal length `( f ) as specified by the desired profile of relative
phase-advance, derived in Sec. 2.1. The only required input would be data on trans-
mittance and phase-advance for a variety of simulated unit cells. This procedure may,
therefore, be applied to the design of any metamaterial lens consisting of discrete
unit cells for which radiation and transfer properties have been computed in advance
through simulation.
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A Choosing target functions
The target functions φt(n, f ) were chosen according to the following steps:
1. For every unique pair {a,b} database unit cells, compute the difference in δφ at each of the benchmark
frequencies; in other words, find δφb( fi)−δφa( fi).
2. Compute the following sum over the six benchmark frequencies fi listed in section 2.2:
χ2{a,b} =∑
i
[(δφb( fi)−δφa( fi))−∆φ(83, fi)]2 (10)
where ∆φ , defined in Eqn. 4, signifies the difference in phase advance between the outermost zone
(83) and the innermost zone (1) at frequency fi.
3. Identify the pair {a∗,b∗} for which χ2 is the lowest. Choose as the initial target phase distribution the
following:
φt1 (1, fi) = δφa∗ ( fi)+
[δφb∗ ( fi)−δφa∗ ( fi)]−∆φ(83, fi)
2
(11)
4. Use as the remaining target phase distributions φtk the set:
φtk (1, f ) =

φt1 (1, f1)+θ1 if f = f1
φt1 (1, f2)+θ2 if f = f2
φt1 (1, f3)+θ3 if f = f3
φt1 (1, f4)+θ4 if f = f4
φt1 (1, f5)+θ5 if f = f5
φt1 (1, f6)+θ6 if f = f6
(12)
where θ1,θ2,θ3,θ4,θ5,θ6 can take the values 0,±4◦, and ±8◦. This will lead to 65 unique φtk func-
tions.
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